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4. Rationale:  

Common complex traits, such as blood glucose and cholesterol levels, underlie some of the 

most common diseases burdening human health. Genetic analysis of these complex traits has 

followed the development of the fields of genetics and genomics, beginning with familial 

aggregation and linkage transitioning through candidate genes and genome-wide association 

studies (GWAS) to the emerging promise of whole genome sequencing (WGS). Declining costs 

have catalyzed accelerated adoption of WGS in large-scale genetics studies. However, few 

studies have utilized WGS to assess the contribution of low frequency and rare genetic variation 

to complex traits. 

 

Morrison et al.(1) conducted WGS analysis of high-density lipoprotein cholesterol and was 

the first to describe initial steps for an unbiased and coordinated approach to evaluating WGS 

data in a population-based sample of European-Americans (EA). The UK10K Consortium also 

explored association testing of common, low frequency, and rare variants for quantitative traits 

using WGS data among European individuals.(2) These initial studies, along with the results of 

numerous GWAS studies (3), support the evaluation of non-coding regions in relation to 

complex quantitative traits, and also suggest that tests of association involving WGS would 

benefit from variant selection strategies that incorporate annotation of functional genomic 

elements. However, tests of association involving WGS are challenged by the large number of 

very rare variants, especially singletons (4), and tests that aggregate the cumulative effects of 

rare variants have been proposed and implemented.(5) These aggregate tests require an a priori 

defined region of the genome within which the combined effect of rare variants are assessed, and 

by far the most common units are the protein-encoding genes. WGS data offers the opportunity 

to aggregate variants over the full spectrum of annotated motifs, from specifically defined 

regulatory domains to an agnostic sliding window. In this study, we offer a practical approach to 

WGS analysis of complex traits using aggregate tests across a variety of annotated functional 

motifs. In addition, we consider weighted analyses using nucleotide specific information, and 

provide guidance on p-values for defining thresholds of statistical significance. Because previous 

applications have focused on samples from populations of European-descent, we provide an 

example application in a sample of African Americans (AA) measured for multiple heart- and 

blood-related traits.  

 

5. Main Hypothesis/Study Questions: 

Low frequency and rare variation residing in annotated genomic motifs are associated with heart- 

and blood-related phenotypes.  

 

The field will benefit from a practical guide to whole genome sequence analysis of complex 

traits. 

 

6. Design and analysis (study design, inclusion/exclusion, outcome and other variables of 

interest with specific reference to the time of their collection, summary of data analysis, 

and any anticipated methodologic limitations or challenges if present). 

 

Inclusion: Those with low-pass WGS, ten phenotypes of interest (including circulating 

neutrophil count, platelet count, and levels of hemoglobin, lipoprotein(a) (Lp(a)), magnesium 

(Mg) and phosphorus (P), small dense low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (sdLDL-C), C-reactive 



protein (CRP), highly sensitive cardiac troponin T (hs-cTnT), and N-terminal pro–B-type 

natriuretic peptide (NT-proBNP)), and informed consent. 

 

Exclusions: Obvious phenotypic outliers, prevalent coronary heart disease and heart failure 

cases for some analyses. WGS data has been assessed for quality control and quality assurance 

measures at the Baylor College of Medicine Human Genome Sequencing Center and as a part of 

the CHARGE Analysis and Bioinformatics Working Group. 

 

Analysis methods:  Each of the 10 cardiovascular risk factor traits will be analyzed separately. 

Because our primary focus is on low frequency and rare variant sequence analysis, analyses 

within annotated functional motifs (including promoter, enhancer, 5’ and 3’ UTRs and first 

intron) will contain only low frequency and rare variants (MAF ≤ 5%). Within each annotated 

functional motif, a burden test (T5 (6)) and the Sequence Kernel Association Test (SKAT (7)) 

will be used adjusting for age, sex and the first three principal components (PCs), with additional 

adjustment of body mass index (BMI) for CRP and current smoking status (yes or no) for 

neutrophil counts. The T5 test collapses variants with MAF ≤ 5% into a single genetic score, 

while SKAT allows for effects of single nucleotide variants (SNVs) in both directions. In 

addition, we will analyze low frequency and rare variants using a sliding window approach (4 kb 

window length, 2 kb skip length). For completeness, we will also conduct an additional survey of 

the genome investigating all variants with MAF > 5%, evaluated individually, using an additive 

genetic model with the same adjustments. All analyses will be carried out using the R seqMeta 

package.(8) 

 

Statistical significance: Significance levels will be established based on specific hypotheses and 

take into account the number of tests. For example, a p-value of 7.5 x 10
-8

 will be utilized taking 

into account ~700,000 contiguous sliding windows across an entire genome and utilizing 

Bonferroni correction. Outline of practical significance thresholds will be a part of the results. 
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